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The Perfect Gift For Grandmothers Any Time Of The Year.Love You Grandma: Doodle & DreamA

beautiful and inspiring adult colouring book for grandmas everywhere.Give your grandma the gift of

relaxation with this inspiring colouring book.Beautifully detailed black & white illustrations will take

your grandma on a journey of de-stressing art therapy, while the gorgeous words & quotes

celebrating the joy of being a grandparent will remind her just how special she is.Whether she

already enjoys colouring or hasnâ€™t picked up a pencil in years she will find something here to

love.Each of the individual drawings is specially printed on a single page with the reverse left blank

so they can be cut out and kept to create a picture perfect for framing or displaying.Take your

grandmaâ€™s precious free time into a new and thoughtful dimension and show her your

appreciation.You may also enjoy.....Love You MUM: doodle & dreamDream Catcher: a soul bird's

journeyDream Catcher: the tree of lifeAvailable on .
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Give your Grandma the gift of creativity and love with this special Grandma book filled with 49

artistic illustrations, 49 wonderful, affectionate, Grandma Quotes, and even a front page to

personalize your gift. Every quote in the book will make your Grandma feel special.This is a

beautiful book full of artistic illustrations with the artwork and style different with each image. Some

are simply detailed, some diabolically detailed, the diversity is amazing and includes Mandalas,

flower designs, owls, fish, trees, Easter eggs, butterflies, houses, fish, paisleys and more. On the

back of each page is an inspiring quote that will add to your Grandmas coloring experience and



each will bring a smile to her face.This book will bring out her imagination, stimulate her senses and

creativity, and as she becomes engaged in the enjoyable, relaxing activity of Coloring, it calms and

almost immediately starts reducing your stress level.1. 49 beautiful Illustrations printed one per page

(on the back of each page is a beautiful, inspirational quote) on medium weight, bright white

paper.2. To prevent leakage onto the next picture, if you are using Gel Pens or Markers, Place two

scrap sheets of paper under the page you are coloring and make sure the picture is dry before

removing that page.3. The pages have a dotted line next to the binding for cutting the page from the

book.4. Add in Bic Mark-it ultra fine markers if your Grandma has Arthritis, they are fatter than other

markers and have an extra rubber grip on them so are easier for people with arthritis to use.Cons:1.

Some of the pictures have very tiny details, better for young eyes not a Grandmas mature eyes so if

your Grandma as poor eye site this is not the book to purchase.

My Nannie has been coloring in children's coloring books for years. She has always been

somewhat embarrassed about her love of coloring because of her age (74). I recently discovered

the world of adult coloring books and spent a couple of hours browsing, trying to find a few to order

for her birthday. When she opened her package, the look on her face was priceless when she

realized what it was. It has now been a week, and her coloring books are all she talks about. She

has not been able to put them down.I particularly loved this book, as did she. She keeps

commenting on the high quality of the paper. I loved the look and feel of the color. One thing we

both loved was the first page beyond the title page...a dedication page! I was able to make it out to

her, and she LOVED that! What a special touch!On the back side of every coloring page is a quote.

I read each of them, and was near tears at the end. Each quote spoke to my heart and either

described my grandma or our relationship to a tee! She sat and read each quote too, immediately

upon receiving the book. I was looking through her books today and noticed she had doodled and

colored on the quote pages also!Another thing she loves is that one page can consume hours.

Because of the great detail in each picture, she can spend hours choosing colors and coloring,

which gives her a sense of accomplishment when she's done, because she feels like an artist, and

SHE IS! The images are beautiful enough, that with her special touch of coloring, I look forward to

framing some to hang in my house.One thing I discovered is when you have someone to shop for

that needs or wants for nothing, this makes an absolute treasure of a gift. She is still on cloud 9, all

because of a coloring book. I look forward to ordering more!

This coloring book is great. One piece of feedback - my kids gave this to my mom for mother's day



and she loves it, but the scale is SMALL! I know that my mom would appreciate things being a bit

bigger so she doesn't have to wear her "readers" to color. Same patterns, just blown up a bit would

be a great alternative choice for those with aging eyes - even I would appreciate that!Thanks.

I got this for my daughter to give her grandmother for mother's day. I think she is going to love it!

The pages are pretty to color, but on each opposite page is a quote about grandmother's. I think

those quotes are going to be the hit of the book. I can't wait for Mother's day to get here so the baby

can give this thoughtful gift. Any grandmother would love to get this book.

This was the perfect gift for my mom for mother's day as a new grandma. The book is beautiful and

full of wonderful, uplifting quotes. It is an adult-level coloring book which my mom LOVES, using her

colored pencils to provide shade variation and make them beautiful. As my son gets older, she will

have her own book she can color in when he colors. Very original gift and she can't stop showing it

off.

My mother-in-law (a very hip & artsy, yet sophisticated 50-something year old) absolutely loves this

book! I purchased it for her for Mother's Day (she is now a grandma because of my new baby!) and

she really enjoys coloring and drawing in it. She is an able artist, but enjoys having illustrations

already made that she can just doodle or add colors to. Great idea!
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